Since scripts were proposed in the 1970's as an inferencing mechanism for AI and natural language processing programs, there have been few attempts to build a database of scripts. This paper describes a database and lexicon of scripts that has been added to the ThoughtTreasure commonsense platform. The database provides the following information about scripts: sequence of events,
Introduction
Scripts are data structures that represent typical situations or activities such as eating at a restaurant or attending a birthday party. Scripts were invented in the 1970's as a way of structuring knowledge and reducing search in AI programs (Minsky, 1974; Schank & Abelson, 1977; Wilks, 1975) . For example, in a story understanding program, scripts help with pronoun resolution, word sense disambiguation, and filling in missing details (Dyer, 1983) . Since the invention of scripts, few have attempted to build a database of scripts. This may be because entering scripts is tedious and requires many choices to be made about naming of concepts, level of detail, and what alternatives to include. The arrangement of objects in locations such as hotel rooms, kitchens, and theaters is represented using 2-dimensional grids such as: Schank and Abelson (1977) originally defined a script as a data structure consisting of the following elements:
Representation of scripts
The name of the script (such as restaurant).
The track (such as fancy restaurant or cafeteria). A set of roles (such as waiter).
A set of props (such as menu The script concept is blackout. It is located under disaster in the hierarchy. Lexical entries for the script include power failure in English and panne de courant in French.
The script has two roles: the human experiencing the blackout and the electricity network. The role numbers correspond to positions in an assertion about an instance of a script: Emotions associated with the script include anger, unhappy-surprise, and worry for the human. Note that these are emotion concepts, located in the emotion hierarchy and linked to lexical entries not shown above. Anger is a kind of negative-emotion associated with the noun anger and the adjectives angry, pissed, and others. The other concepts shown above (such as electricity-network) are also placed at appropriate points in the hierarchy and associated with lexical entries.
The script consists of two events: (1) the power outage and corresponding emotional reaction and (2) obtaining an alternative lighting source. The script typically occurs in an apartment, house, or office once a year for an hour.
In general a script consists of the following fields:
A human or physical object that participates in the script. Role 1 is the role from whose viewpoint the script is described. Role 1 of the eat-in-restaurant script is the customer. Role scripts (roleNN-script-of) A link to a script described from the viewpoint of a role other than role 1. The viewpoint of the waiter role in the eat-in-restaurant script is described by the wait-tables script.
Entry conditions (entry-condition-of)
The entry conditions of the script. For example:
Results (result-of) The results of performing the script. For example:
Goals (goal-of) The personal goals achieved by the script. Personal goals are defined in the goal hierarchy and include the achievement, preservation, and satisfaction goals defined by Schank and Abelson (1977) . For example:
Emotions (emotion-of) The emotions associated with the script.
The locations where the script is performed.
The duration of the script. Period (period-of) The duration between occurrences of the script for role 1.
The cost of performing the script for role 1.
The events of the script.
Events are listed in chronological order, with multiple events for a given number considered roughly simultaneous. For example:
specifies that A1 and A2 occur simultaneously, followed by B1 and B2 which occur simultaneously. Priority and simultaneity are the only temporal relations that can be represented.
The goto predicate can be used to indicate repetition. For example:
specifies the event sequence A, B, A, B, A, B, ... No mechanism for exiting the loop is currently provided.
We have so far entered 93 scripts. As we entered these scripts we noticed and filled in a number of missing concepts and lexical entries in ThoughtTreasure. We also encountered several difficulties.
Difficulties in entering scripts
How should the enterer deal with variations in scripts such as mailing a letter in a mailbox versus handing it to a postal clerk?
If the variations involve major differences in the sequence of events or other fields of the script such as the goal or result, each variation can be entered as a specialization of a more general script:
Variations that do not make a big difference can be ignored for the time being. Thus the current script for reading a book does not specify whether the reader is reading in bed or in a chair.
If the variations of a script involve a single physical object that can be generalized, the generalization can be entered: When confronted with the choice between pen and pencil, the enterer can code writing-instrument.
More variations become apparent as the enterer focuses on more detail. The enterer can limit the level of detail in a script by invoking other scripts: Instead of entering all the details about how one reaches a mailbox, a reference can be made to a transportation script. The transportation script can then be defined with specialization scripts for different modes of transportation such as walking and driving. The driving script can invoke an action for putting the key in the ignition. At this point, the enterer may consider the level of detail sufficient and move on.
It is not always clear exactly when a script begins and ends, but the enterer must make some choice: At the beginning of the script for teaching a class, should the teacher prepare for the class? Or is that part of another script? At the beginning of the script for walking a dog, should the dog walker put a leash on the dog?
Entering scripts requires many judgment calls by the enterer, and it is likely the results will contain various errors and confusions. As applications are built we will learn which imperfections of the database are most in need of perfecting.
Applications
We have implemented two simple web-based applications using the script database, as a precursor to more advanced applications. The second application performs a shallow search from concepts activated by text to scripts, in order to determine the most likely scripts for some English text entered by the user. Given:
John poured shampoo on his hair.
the application produces:
score 2.0 for script take-shower based on shampoo, hair score 2.0 for script go-for-a-haircut based on shampoo, hair A more advanced script recognition algorithm would perform a deep search (Leacock & Chodorow, 1998) .
Related work
In this section, we compare ThoughtTreasure scripts with related databases: Cyc, FrameNet, Gordon's Expectation Packages, and WordNet.
Cyc
Cyc (Lenat, 1995) is a commonsense knowledge base begun in 1984. As of December 1999, it contained 89,373 constants, 10,255 nonatomic constants, 1,012,272 assertions, and 306,886 deductions.
Cyc's Events are similar to scripts. Whereas scripts are represented in ThoughtTreasure using a convenient relational-database-like format, Cyc represents events using arbitrary first-order predicate calculus assertions. This leads to considerable variation in the representation of subevents. Sometimes the subevent appears only in the left-hand side of an inference rule:
(=> (and (subEvents ?X ?U) (isa ?U Staining)) (isa ?X WoodRefinishing)) while other times the subevent appears only in the right-hand side:
(=> (and (isa ?U ShapingSomething) (subEvents ?U ?X)) (isa ?X CuttingSomething))
(Cyc assertions and statistics in this paper are based on the Cyc C distribution of April 4, 1997, except where otherwise noted.)
The mapping from the roles of a script to the roles of its subevents is not always provided. When the mapping is provided, several formats are used. For example, the following rule specifies that the person opening the presents at a birthday party is the same person honored by the party: The following rule specifies that a dental hygienist performs the teeth cleaning in a dental exam: (=> (and (isa ?CLE TeethCleaning) (performedBy ?CLE ?AGT) (subEvents ?EXM ?CLE) (isa ?EXM DentalExam)) (isa ?AGT DentalHygienist))
Information about the roles, places, and duration of a script is represented in a more uniform fashion:
(actsInCapacity ?U performedBy DancingProcess-Human HobbyCapacity)) (=> (isa ?FM Firefighter) (actsInCapacity ?FM performedBy ExtinguishingAFire JobCapacity)) (=> (and (isa ?U ChangingOil) (eventOccursAt ?U ?X)) (isa ?X ServiceStation)) (=> (and (isa ?U ProducingAnAlcoholicBeverage) (eventOccursAt ?U ?X)) (isa ?X Brewery)) (=> (isa ?X WeddingCeremony) (duration ?X (HoursDuration 0.5 2))) (=> (isa ?U ResearchProject) (duration ?U (YearsDuration 0.5 10)))
FrameNet
The goal of the three-year FrameNet project (Baker, Fillmore, & Lowe, 1998) , begun in 1997, is to build a collection of frames and annotate sentences in a corpus with links to roles of those frames. 20 frames and 28 unique roles have been defined (Johnson, 1998) .
Since slot values must be LCTGM subject terms and not assertions, the EPs are unable to represent arguments to subevents. Thus the fact that the "Commuter" is doing the "Automobile driving" is not captured in the above EP. Because LCTGM terms do not exist for many concepts, EPs often lack important common subevents, props, and roles of a script. EP Events often refer not to subevents, but to generalizations of the script:
Script Event Commuting on a crowded expressway Automobile driving Going polka dancing in a dance hall Folk dancing Hunting for alligators in a swamp Alligator hunting Gordon (1999) writes that "the purpose of Expectation Packages is not to accurately represent scripts, but rather to interconnect existing terms in a thesaurus" (p. 111).
WordNet
WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998 ) is a lexical database begun in 1985. Version 1.6 contains 129,509 lexical entries, 99,642 synonym sets, and 140,475 relations (not including inverses). It differs from ThoughtTreasure in several ways:
WordNet is a lexical, rather than conceptual, database. World knowledge and scripts are explicitly excluded (pp. 5-6 
